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Introducing Kaiser Permanente
Our Mission

… to provide high-quality, affordable health care services and to
improve the health of our members and the communities we serve.

Largest integrated delivery system

Virtual Care

Consistent Care

Personalized Care

• 10 million
electronic
medical records
• 17 million
online test
results
• 12 million
digital images
• 6.9 petabytes
of storage

• 50 percent lower
rate of
hospitalization for
diabetic patients
• 88 percent
reduced
risk of cardiacrelated
mortality within
90 days of heart
attack

(bigger than 42 U.S. states & 130 countries)
primary care
specialty care
home care
hospital
lab
pharmacy
optical
dental
insurance
research
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36
hospitals

431
offices

135,000
users

80,000+
concurrent
users

• 27 million
member e-visits
• 8 million
secure emails
• 7 million
prescription
refills
• 21 million
laboratory
results

Our Today

Technology-Enabled Health Care
our today…

“If we could get our health-care system across the board to hit the
efficiency levels of a Kaiser Permanente or a Cleveland Clinic or a
Mayo or a Geisinger, we actually would have solved our problems.”
President Barack Obama, July 2009 – Time Magazine

• Introduced fully paperless records
• Continued information integration
• Launched population care activities
• Developed technology vision and strategy
• Initiated technology standardization
• Hardened technology infrastructure

Our Tomorrow

Real-time, Personalized Health Care

TM

our tomorrow…

“If they are to deliver innovation, insurers need more
market power…or they must integrate like Kaiser
Permanente.”
Alain Enthoven, Stanford University February 2010 – The Economist

• Piloting telemedicine approaches
• Introducing virtual care and caregivers
INSERT photo

• Piloting mobility solutions in a “mobility lab”
• Launching the Center for Total Health
• Testing predictive medicine
• Leading on genomics research

KP Mobility Labs (mLabs) at the Sydney Garfield
Innovation Center

Kaiser Permanente Technology
Technology Vision

…all of the information about all of the patients all of the time

Real-time, personalized health
care
Information when needed,
on your terms

personalized
virtual

Always-on environment

consistent
connected

Standardization

Turning information into
knowledge

The Challenge

Budget Constraints &
Economic Pressures

Source: Computerworld’s 2011 Forecast Survey

How to dramatically
improve Health Care
while ensuring IT
remains affordable?

Meeting The Challenge
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Vendor cloud
(External)

Cloud computing services from vendors that can be
accessed across the Internet or a private network, using
one or more data centers, shared among multiple
customers, with varying degrees of data privacy control.
Sometimes called “public” cloud computing.

Private cloud
(Internal)

Computing architectures modeled after vendor clouds, yet
built, managed, and used internally by an enterprise; uses
a shared services model with variable usage of a common
pool of virtualized computing resources. Data is controlled
within the enterprise.

Hybrid cloud

A mix of vendor cloud services, internal cloud computing
architectures, and classic IT infrastructure, forming a hybrid
model that uses the best-of-breed technologies to meet
specific needs.

Infrastructure as a Service

 Automation 

Standardization

 Consolidation

Private Cloud Computing (IaaS) Implementation
Implementation Approach
 Choose a delivery model

Development

 Focus on a Cloud Computing Category
 Conduct an open POT
 Define benefits and funding model
 Choose a preferred vendor
 Establish a program/project team
 Identify candidate workloads
 Establish a governance and operational
process
 Track delivery and benefits realized

Testing

Innovat

Target Compute Workloads

ion

Implementation Challenges
Cloud Computing represents a DISRUPTION
over traditional computing delivery models
at KP and REQUIRES organizational change
to fully adopt and leverage.

Data controls

Who owns the data? How is it being used? Are
controls in place?

Security and Privacy

How is security achieved? What is the required
level of isolation/privacy protection?

Audit & Assurance

Are there risk management controls to
applications and data?

Tax and Legal

What are the legal compliance and tax
implications?

Backup and DR

Are data backup, retention, disaster recovery
practices sufficient?

Vendor “lock-in”

Is there vendor limiting interoperability or
access to your data?

IT Operations

What IT services and applications are best
suited for the cloud?

IT Readiness

Are internal IT architecture and organization
structures “ready”?

Finance Readiness

Can organizational cost allocation models
support delivery of fixed cost services?

Technology

Process

Finance

Strategy

Cloud
Categories
•IaaS (sw & hw)
•PaaS
•SaaS

Leadership
Oversight
•Vendor Selection
•Overall Direction

Financial
Governance
•Entitlement
•Reporting

Organizational
Readiness

Integration
•Automation
•Alerting
•Self Service

Policy/Guideline
•Usage / Candidacy
•Capacity
•Security / Privacy

Infrastructure /
Virtualization
•x86
•AIX
•Storage
•Network

Configuration /
Asset
Management

Vendor
Management

Cost
Allocation
•Pay-per-use

Delivery Model
•Private
•Public
•Hybrid
Systems
Adoption
•Capability
Assessment

License
Management

Legal /
Regulatory

Service Catalog

Continuous
Availability

Technology
Support

Data Center
Strategy

Lessons Learned - Secure Private Cloud Implementation
Recommendations for a successful Cloud Computing implementation
Cloud Computing is an organizational investment that requires
creativity and strong commitment to realize its benefit

 Evolving market place, so choose a partner with
longevity
 Keep it simple
 Start communications early to educate
organization on targeted solution
 Plan to spend “quality” time with
your security and finance groups
 Consider dedicated staffing to
support intake and candidacy processes

Right
Right Size
Size Compute
Compute Cost
Cost
(policy
based
(policy based
management)
management)
•Introduce
•Introduce Pay
Pay as
as you
you go
go
model
enabling
projects
model enabling projects
flexibility.
flexibility.
•Allocate
•Allocate freed
freed up
up resources
resources
to
other
high
value
to other high value activities
activities

Improve
Improve Project
Project agility
agility &
&
increase
increase predictability
predictability
Variation
Variation in
in server
server provisioning
provisioning
timelines
timelines introduce
introduce unnecessary
unnecessary
risk
risk and
and cause
cause project
project delays
delays -especially
with
development
especially with development and
and
test
test environments
environments

Architecture
Architecture
Transformation
Transformation
•Drive
•Drive to
to Standardization,
Standardization,
predefined
predefined technology
technology
refresh
cycles,
refresh cycles, pre-packaged
pre-packaged
software/hardware
software/hardware bundling
bundling
(e.g.LAMP).
(e.g.LAMP).
•Improve
•Improve utilization
utilization of
of existing
existing
infrastructure
infrastructure

Business drivers for KP’s CloudBurst (IaaS) implementation

Road to Service Efficiency
Consumerized business services

Virtualization

IaaS / SaaS
(on-demand)

Integrated
service delivery
solution with
elastic support
for dynamic
business needs

Convergence
of SOA and
cloud
technologies to
transform
delivery and
consumption of
IT services

Virtualization

Foundational

Today

Future

Interoperable
application
components
for rapid
realization
and sustained
operational
management

General
market
accepted
usage based
software
license
costing

